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ABSTRACT:
Many 3D scanning systems and software tools are currently available, but a comparative study of their actual precisionand robustness still lacks. To this end, this paper presents a comparison of three alignment tools and two merging toolsthat were used during the reconstruction of a 3D model out of scanned data. The comparison is based on the scanningand reconstruction of two relatively complex artistic sculptures and a number of \ground truth" objects. The quality ofthe reconstructed 3D models is evaluated using both qualitative and quantitative measures. Quantitative evaluation isperformed using Metro, a tool for computing di�erences between 3D meshes. We found that tools for the alignment andmerging of range scans using similar heuristics may show a di�erence in accuracy, even in case of range scans without noise.

1. INTRODUCTION
The process of reconstructing a 3D computer modelout of a set of range scans has been a well studied�eld of research for several decades. During these yearsvarious techniques and software tools were developedto aid the reconstruction of a 3D model, based on twodi�erent types of reconstruction sequences.The �rst type is to turn the range scans directly intomeshes, which is often done automatically by the scan-ning software, and then to perform the alignment andmerging of these meshes to obtain the 3D model. Thesecond type is to align the range scans �rst and thento reconstruct the surface from the unorganized set of3D points, which results in the �nal 3D model.This paper presents a comparison of software toolsbased on the �rst type of reconstruction sequence,which may restrict the user to use meshes only. For thealignment of meshes the following tools are compared:MeshAlign (VCLab, 2005), RapidForm (INUS Tech.,2005) and Scanalyze (Stanford, 2005). The tools thatare compared with respect to the merging of meshesareMeshMerge (VCLab, 2005) andRapidForm (INUSTech., 2005).The alignment of meshes usually starts with �ndinga transformation for these meshes, to place them in acommon coordinate system in which they are roughlyaligned to each other. There are several options toperform this rough alignment:Manually by using an input method able to rotateand translate each mesh.Semi-automatically by manually selecting a fewcorresponding points for each pair of (partially)
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overlapping meshes. The selected points are usedto automatically bring the meshes into alignment.Automatically by using techniques based on, for ex-ample, principal axes computation (Chung et al.,1998), exhaustive search for corresponding points(Chen et al., 1999; Cheng and Don, 1991) or match-ing surfaces signatures. Examples of such signaturesare spin-images (Johnson, 1997), point-signatures(Chua and Jarvis, 1997), bitangent curves (Wyn-gaerd et al., 1999) or spherical attribute images(Higuchi et al., 1995).In this paper, the rough aligment is obtained once forthe meshes of each object, using the semi-automatictechnique.After the rough alignment of the meshes, the meshesare �ne aligned using the alignment tools. These toolsare all based on the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) al-gorithm, which has become the dominant method forthe �ne alignment of pairs of meshes. This ICP al-gorithm starts with an initial guess for the relativerigid-body transformation of two meshes, which is ob-tained from the rough alignment. Then the algorithmiteratively re�nes this transformation by repeatedlyselecting pairs of corresponding points on the mesheswhile minimizing an error metric. Because the ICP al-gorithm is applied on one pair of meshes only, we willrefer to it as the pairwise ICP algorithm. Many vari-ants of the pairwise ICP algorithm have been intro-duced (Rusinkiewicz and Levoy, 2001).The reconstruction of a 3D model involves the align-ment of multiple meshes. The pairwise ICP algorithmwill sequentially align all pairs of range scans, whichmay result in the accumulation of alignment errors. Toavoid this, a global alignment step is often applied tospread the alignment error evenly across the available



mesh pairs (Neugebauer, 1997; Pulli, 1999). The pair-wise ICP algorithm followed by the global alignmentstep will be referred to as the �ne alignment of themeshes. In this paper the accuracy of the alignmenttools will be compared regarding the �ne alignmentstage only.After the �ne alignment, a merging step has to be ap-plied to obtain a single 3D mesh out of a set of alignedmeshes. Two possible techniques to merge meshes aresurface zippering (Turk and Levoy, 1994) or a vol-umetric approach based on a discrete distance �eld(Curless and Levoy, 1996). Many variants of the vol-umetric approach have been developed (summarizedin (Rocchini et al., 2004)).In this paper, we use �ve objects for the reconstructionof a 3D model, two physical and three \synthetic"objects (i.e. created using a 3D modeller or an alreadyreconstructed model ). Range scans of the physicalobjects were acquired using theRoland LPX-250 laserrange scanner. The quality of the resulting models areevaluated using several quantitative measures like theHausdor� distance and the mean distance. The resultsof the alignment and merging of synthetic range scansare compared with their original (reference) models,which will provide information about the performanceof the applied tools. For the physical objects we havemanually created plausible reference models.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We �rstpresent the methodology used for the comparison ofthe alignment and merging tools using a reconstruc-tion pipeline. Next, a more descriptive overview of thepipeline is given together with the contribution of eachevaluated tool to this pipeline. Then we explain theevaluation process of the tools, followed by the resultsand conclusions.

2. METHOD
First, we give a high-level overview of the acquisitionand reconstruction pipeline that we used. Then, theevaluation of the results, during and after the recon-struction phase, is described.
2.1. Acquisition and reconstruction
This paragraph describes the acquisition and recon-struction pipeline shown in �gure 1.
ObjectsWe have used two physical objects and three syntheticobjects. The physical objects are the UU-mementoand the pierrot. The three synthetic objects are theknot, armadillo and dragon (see �gure 2).

Fig. 1. The pipeline of the model reconstruction. The boxesshown in gray show the models used during the evaluation.

Fig. 2. The objects used in the comparison. From left to right.Top: The physical objects UU-memento and pierrot. Bottom:The synthetic objects knot, armadillo and dragon.
View selectionDuring the view selecting the object is placed witha view of interest towards the scan device. This mayinclude the manually placement of an object in frontof the range scanner, the selection of a rotation anglein case of a rotation table, or the selection of a di�erentviewing direction of the synthetic object. The viewselection is performed several times to obtain a set ofrange scans from which a 3D computer model can beconstructed.
ScanningThe scanning includes scanning using a laser rangescanner in case of the physical objects as well as syn-thetic scanning. Synthetic scans are generated for thesynthetic objects by storing the nearest Z-axis valuesof the object's surface for a grid with a predeterminedresolution. This grid will be called the Z-bu�er. Therange scans at this stage are clouds of points scannedby the scanning device.
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MeshingThe meshing includes two tasks: The triangulation ofthe point clouds which results in a surface mesh andthe cleanup of these meshes by removing noise, incor-rect faces and small patches. The obtained meshes arealigned and merged using the tools mentioned in theintroduction.
Rough alignmentWhen all range scans are converted into triangularmeshes. Then the meshes are placed into an initialrough alignment. The result is a set of meshes in asingle coordinate system.
Fine alignmentThe roughly aligned meshes are �ne aligned using theglobal ICP algorithms of the alignment tools.
MergingThe aligned meshes are merged into a single meshusing several merging tools based on either the surfacezippering technique or a volumetric based approach.
2.2. Evaluation
To evaluate the tools, we will compare the results ofthe alignment and the results of the merging. For allobjects these results are compared with their refer-ence model using Metro (Cignoni et al., 1998). Forthe physical objects, this means we have to constructreference models �rst. We will also have a closer lookat some particular features of the meshes before andafter the merging process.

3. METHOD IMPLEMENTATION
3.1. Objects
The objects used in this paper are selected for theirdi�erent properties in shape, appearance and manu-facturing.{ The UU-memento is a dark, reective object withmany protrusions and is approximately 111 mmhigh.{ The pierrot is the combination of a white body anda black hat and has a height of 60 mm.{ The knot is amodel we constructed our self using 3DStudio MAX and has many occlusions that wouldbe physically hard to scan with a range scanner ifit were a physical object. This model has of 478,704vertices and 957,408 faces.{ The armadillo is a reconstructed models of � 70range images using techniques described in (Cur-less and Levoy, 1996). It has 172,974 vertices and345,944 faces.

Fig. 3. The view selection for the synthetic objects. Di�erentviews are obtained by looking from di�erent locations to theorigin.
{ The dragon is reconstructed in the same way asthe armadillo and has 437,645 vertices and 871,414faces.
3.2. View selection
The physical objects were scanned using a laser rangescanner which performs plane scanning. Each objectwas scanned from twenty di�erent directions. Eightrange scans were obtained by scanning every 45� de-grees when placed upwards with its characteristic sideto the scan device. Then the object is also scanned forevery 45� degrees when placed on its side, also with itscharacteristic side directed to scan device if possible.Finally the object is scanned every 90� degrees for adi�erent pose to scan parts of the object that were notwell covered during the previous two series. Scanningthe object in this way will cover most of its surface.For the synthetic objects this view selection method-ology is simulated using the same three series of viewsfollowing a pre-de�ned sequence using locations on aunit sphere (see �gure 3). The �rst two series of views,which are highlighted using two gray planes in �gure3, have two common view locations (location number1 and 5). For the second series we skip these two lo-cations, thus for the synthetic objects we have eigh-teen views instead of the twenty views we have for thephysical objects.
3.3. Scanning
The UU-memento and the pierrot were scanned usingthe Roland LPX-250. The Roland LPX-250 is a laserrange scanner with a rotation table, which sequen-tially samples points on the surface of the object fromleft to right and from bottom to top. By rotating thelaser clockwise and its table counter clockwise bothfor a small scope, this scanner creates an orthogonalsurface scan. The highest possible resolution of thisscanner is 0.2�0.2 mm and can be increased in steps of0.2 mm both horizontally and vertically. The objectswere scanned using a scan resolution of 0.4�0.4 mm,
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Fig. 4. The Z-bu�ers of the �rst four selected views in case ofsynthetic scanning.
because the highest resolution resulted in too noisyrange scans for the selected objects. These range scanswill be available in the AIM@SHAPE shape reposi-tory (AIM@SHAPE Repository, 2005).Because the synthetic objects are normalized, they arescaled to a size comparable to the physical objects.Then we will obtain a mesh with the same resolutionas the physical objects, by selecting the A syntheticrange scan equals the depth of the Z-bu�er of the scenewith the required resolution. The Z-bu�ers of the �rstfour views are shown in �gure 4.
3.4. Meshing
The Roland LPX-250 applies a simple mesh recon-struction technique, which connects the adjacentsample points using quadrilaterals and triangles. Thequadrilaterals are then triangulated by connectingthe two closest corners. During this meshing no dis-tance criteria for edges or other �ltering is applied.Before the meshing, the range scans may su�er fromoutliers and noise. These outliers cause incorrect facesin the reconstructed mesh. Other incorrect faces aredue to occlusion.The Z-bu�ers of the synthetic range scans are con-verted to triangular surface meshes by connecting ad-jacent foreground pixels and projecting these pixelsto their 3D coordinates using their depth values fromthe Z-bu�er. These meshes also su�er from incorrectfaces due to occlusion.The meshes were cleaned in a similar way as de-scribed by (Johnson, 1997). The cleaning of themeshes includes thresholding the angle between theviewing direction and the surface normal (t�). Valuesfor this threshold often vary between 76� and 81�.Other cleaning operation applied on the meshes arethe removal of long edges compared with the scanresolution (te), the removal of small patches (tp) andthe removal of disconnected vertices. Table 1 showsreasonable values for these parameters which wereempirically determined. Afterwards, the �nal mesheswill still contain some noise despite the �ltering ofmany incorrect faces.
3.5. Rough alignment
The alignment tools considered in this paper areall semi-automatic techniques that require an initial

Parameter description Parameter Value
Scan resolution res 0.4�0.4 mm
Synthetic object height height 100 mm
Threshold angle t� 80�
Threshold edge length te 4 � res
Threshold patch size tp 100 facesTable 1Parameter settings used during the experiments.

rough alignment of the meshes. The rough alignmentis performed using four manually selected correspon-dence points on overlapping meshes. All meshes aretransformed to the coordinate system of the mesh ofthe frontal view of the object (the �rst range scan).This set of transformation matrices are determinedonly once for each object, and used to create a set oftransformed meshes. The set of transformed meshesis used throughout the rest of the paper to ensure thecomparison is performed correctly.
3.6. Fine alignment
The roughly aligned meshes are �ne aligned using thetools described in the following paragraphs. For eachtool some parameters must be set. The parameterscan be classi�ed into two groups: parameters that re-strict neighbouring meshes to form a pair, like a min-imal amount of grid overlap, and parameters that de-termine the stopping criteria of the pairwise ICP al-gorithm, like a target alignment error or the numberof applied iterations.
MeshAlignMeshAlign v.2 is a system developed by ISTI-CNR(VCLab, 2005) that allows the registration of multiplemeshes using a global ICP algorithm based on themulti-view registration for large datasets described in(Pulli, 1999). This system is especially designed tosupport the management of a large number of meshes(Callieri et al., 2003). This tool has a large number ofICP parameters that can be adjusted.
RapidFormRapidForm 2004 (INUS Tech., 2005) is a commer-cial system able to perform every step of the 3D re-construction pipeline as well as many other 3D mod-elling operations. The �ne alignment performed bythis system can be inuenced by changing the num-ber of iterations, changing the target alignment errorand whether outliers should be included during thealignment or not.
ScanalyzeScanalyze is a software distribution developed byStanford's Computer Graphics Laboratory (Stanford,2005) that can use one of the variants of the pair-wise ICP algorithms described in (Rusinkiewicz and
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Levoy, 2001). This systems automatically �ne alignsall meshes by changing the parameters of the globalICP algorithm while it iteratively aligns neighbouringmeshes. Another way of using this system is by ap-plying pairwise ICP on manually selected overlappingmeshes and storing the corresponding samples forthe global alignment, which allows the user to adjustmore ICP settings. In this paper only the automatic�ne alignment is considered.
The ICP settings predominate whether the roughaligned meshes are \correctly" �ne aligned or not.During the �ne alignment, convergence of the iter-ative process should be reached, so other stoppingcriteria are set to unreachable values.To improve the results of the �ne alignment it is bestto perform the �ne alignment twice using di�erentsettings. The �rst time, the �ne alignment should havelittle restrictions on the mesh pair selection. This waywe ensure that the pairwise ICP algorithm is appliedeven on poorly aligned meshes and their neighbouringmeshes. The second run should have more restrictionson the mesh pair selection, because mesh pairs thatbarely overlap (less than 30%) can have a negativeinuence on the total alignment error of the model.
3.7. Merging
The aligned meshes are merged using the tools de-scribed below. When the original meshes contain nonoise (which is the case for the synthetic meshes) themerged model will consist of a single mesh. But, mostof the noise in the meshes from the physical objectswill become separated from the object's surface dur-ing the merging of the meshes, which results in smallpatches \oating" around this surface. These patchesare removed and only the �nal merged model is re-tained.
MeshMergeMeshMerge (VCLab, 2005) is a tool that merges themeshes based on the volumetric approach.MeshMergestores the locations of intersection between the meshesand the reference voxel grid. The distances betweenthese intersections are used during the merging pro-cess instead of the distances of meshes within the voxelgrid. This wayMeshMerge reduces the computationalcosts during merging (Rocchini et al., 2004). This toolhas many parameters that can be set concerning itsvoxel grid, distance �eld and smoothing steps, that alle�ect the �nal result. In this paper, we only adjust theresolution of the voxel grid.
RapidFormRapidForm provides two kinds of merge tools, one issurface zippering based and the other is based on thevolumetric approach.

Fig. 5. The reference models reconstructed from scans of theUU-memento and the pierrot sculptures.
The volumetric approach is applied using two di�er-ent resolutions for its voxel grid. One resolution ap-proximates the scan resolution (0.37�0.37 mm) andthe other has a resolution which is two times higher(0.185�0.185 mm).

4. EVALUATION
The evaluation is performed using reference models.For the physical objects this means we have to cre-ate these reference models �rst. Those models shouldhave a high level of accuracy and may not introducea bias in the evaluation process. Therefore, the UU-memento and the pierrot were covered with a verythin layer of mat white paint �rst, to improve the ac-curacy of the range scans. A mat white surface is gen-erally believed to be the most suited surface for scan-ning using a laser range scanner. Then, the objectswere scanned using a di�erent laser range scanner,the Minolta Vivid 910. This way the bias of the refer-ence model towards a particular tool is reduced. Thereconstruction of the 3D models was performed us-ing MeshAlign and MeshMerge. Finally, we used twopost-processing tools Easy3DEdit (VCLab, 2005) andRapidForm to turn each merged model into one cleanmanifold surface mesh without holes or degeneracies.The �nal referencemodels of theUU-memento and thepierrot are shown in �gure 5 and will also be availablein the AIM@SHAPE shape repository (AIM@SHAPERepository, 2005).For the evaluation a tool called Metro (VCLab, 2005)is used.Metro is a mesh comparison tool that is able tocompare two 3D models of not necessarily connectedmeshes by the use of vertex, edge and/or face samples.For the sample points (p) from the �rst model (M1),Metro determines the minimal Euclidean distance (d)to the second model (M2) and computes:

e(p;M) = minp02Md(p; p0)
Ehd(M1;M2) = maxp2M1e(p;M2)
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Emean(M1;M2) = 1jM1j
Z

M1
e(p;M2)dM

in which Ehd represents the directed Hausdor� dis-tance, which equals the maximum distance value forall samples. These distance measures are also deter-mined for samples from the second model to the �rst.During the alignment and merging of the meshes themodel can slightly rotate and translate. To compen-sate this, two compared models are �ne aligned beforecomparison. Then the performance of the tools withrespect to the range scans are measured by comparingthe aligned model and the merged model with theirreference model.The aligned model is a set of meshes with intersectingand overlapping faces while the vertices still representall data obtained during the scan process. Therefore,we measure the distance of the aligned model withrespect to the reference model using vertex samplingand one direction only to determine the alignmentaccuracy.For the merged models we use the default settingsof Metro, which will have Metro select an amount ofsamples equal to ten times the number of faces of themodel. The selected samples include all vertices, butalso samples from edge and samples from the face us-ing the similar triangles sampling technique.

5. RESULTS
5.1. Alignment
Results of the alignment of the range scans made fromthe objects are shown in table 2. The values in thistable are the alignment error of each tool based onthe minimal distances from the samples of the alignedmodel to its reference model. For the real objects thedirected Hausdor� distance is dominated by noise.Therefore, we will perform the comparison based onthe mean errors only. The minimal mean distance ob-tained for a particular object is shown in bold. Theseresults show that RapidForm performs best in case ofthe synthetic objects and the pierrot, but that Scana-lyze obtains a better alignment for the UU-memento.Note that, although the mean errors of the alignmentsmay di�er a factor ten for the mean error, all toolsperform a good alignment.Snapshots of the accurate alignments of the armadilloare shown in �gure 6. In this �gure, each alignedmesh in shown using a di�erent colour. Because thesemeshes contain no noise, an even distribution ofcolours is representative for a better alignment.
5.2. Merging
The mean of the minimal distances from the from thesamples of the merged model to its reference model

Model Dist. MeshAlign RapidForm Scanalyze
UU-memento Ehd 4.9715 5.0315 4.9710

Emean 0.2052 0.1500 0.1314
pierrot Ehd 5.4113 5.3519 5.3597

Emean 0.1116 0.0851 0.1397
knot Ehd 0.0308 0.0021 0.1221

Emean 0.0122 0.0002 0.0127
armadillo Ehd 0.0477 0.0061 0.0357

Emean 0.0240 0.0028 0.0036
dragon Ehd 0.0320 0.0042 0.0272

Emean 0.0114 0.0013 0.0030Table 2Error (in mm) of samples from the aligned model to its refer-ence model.

(a) MeshAlign (b) RapidForm (c) Scanalyze
Fig. 6. The accurate alignment results of the armadillo usinga di�erent colour for each mesh. The colour distribution of theface shows a small di�erence in performance.
are shown in table 3. For each object, the merging isperformed for all available alignments. In Italic thebest merging technique for a particular alignment arehighlighted. The best combination of alignment andmerging for a particular object are marked in bold.Results from this table show that:(i) the mean error of the merged model decreases,when the mean error of the alignment is lower.In other words, a more accurate alignment im-proves the �nal model.(ii) a voxel grid with a higher resolution performsbetter in case of our synthetic objects.(iii) a voxel grid with a lower resolution performsbetter in case of our physical objects.(iv) In case of RapidForm, the volumetric mergeshows often a better performance than surfacezippering.Now, we will look at two particular features of the �-nal merged models: the ear of the armadillo and theemblem of theUU-memento. The ear is selected for itshigh curvature features and the emblem for its highlevel of detail and relief. For the input of the mergingtools we only use the alignment created with Rapid-Form.The results for the ear are shown in �gure 7. Noticethat MeshMerge creates a thick brim along the ear,which becomes smaller if a higher resolution voxelgrid is used. Di�erent parameter settings for this toolmight improve these results. The results for the sur-face zippering of RapidForm was not able to constructthe entire surface of the era and shows a large hole in-
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Model MeshMerge RapidForm
alignment Volume Volume Volume Volume Surface

low res. high res. low res. high res. -
UU-memento
-MeshAlign 0.237 0.325 0.287 0.288 0.270
-RapidForm 0.138 0.136 0.124 0.134 0.135
-Scanalyze 0.105 0.104 0.089 0.101 0.113
pierrot
-MeshAlign 0.083 0.083 0.089 0.099 0.088
-RapidForm 0.049 0.050 0.055 0.067 0.061
-Scanalyze 0.112 0.112 0.118 0.127 0.118
knot
-MeshAlign 0.051 0.022 0.021 0.017 0.022
-RapidForm 0.045 0.016 0.015 0.011 0.015
-Scanalyze 0.048 0.022 0.020 0.017 0.022
armadillo
-MeshAlign 0.040 0.030 0.030 0.028 0.036
-RapidForm 0.026 0.013 0.016 0.012 0.015
-Scanalyze 0.027 0.015 0.017 0.014 0.018
dragon
-MeshAlign 0.023 0.016 0.016 0.015 0.019
-RapidForm 0.017 0.008 0.009 0.007 0.010
-Scanalyze 0.018 0.010 0.011 0.009 0.012Table 3Mean error (in mm) of samples from the merged model to itsreference model. For the volumetric merge a low resolutionvoxel grid (0.37�0.37 mm) and a high resolution voxel grid(0.185�0.185 mm) were used.

stead. The results of RapidForm's volumetric mergesshow high similarity with the reference ear, except forsome small holes.In case of the noisy emblem, the results of Mesh-Merge together with the result for the lowest resolu-tion voxel grid of RapidForm show the most accuratereconstructions of the emblem. The RapidForm's vol-umetric reconstruction using a higher resolution gridshows many small holes and especially surface zipper-ing is not capable of dealing with this amount of noise.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Most alignment and merging methods are based onheuristics, like the ICP algorithm for the alignment.Such methods are generally believed to work well, butit makes sense to quantify the relative performance ofseveral systems and tools.The alignment results based on synthetic range scansshows a high accuracy for all alignment tools, withRapidForm as the system with the most accuratealignments. This is a good indication for that factthat an ICP based algorithm requires a comprehen-

(a) reference (b) RF aligned

(c) MM 0.37 (d) MM 0.185

(e) RF 0.37 (f) RF 0.185 (g) RF surf
Fig. 7. Snapshots from the ear of the armadillo using Rapid-Form (RF) and MeshMerge (MM).

(a) reference (b) RF aligned

(c) MM 0.37 (d) MM 0.185

(e) RF 0.37 (f) RF 0.185 (g) RF surf
Fig. 8. Snapshots of the emblem of the UU-memento usingRapidForm (RF) and MeshMerge (MM).
sive search for the optimal parameter settings withrespect to its accuracy. The results obtained usingRapidForm may be useful as a lower bound of thealignment error for �nding parameter settings thatoptimize the performance of MeshAlign and Scana-lyze. For the alignments based on laser range scans,the results show no favorite tool.The evaluation of the merged models, show that evena very small improvement of the alignment results inan improvement of the merged model. This evaluationalso shows that increasing the resolution of the voxelgrid that is used by the volumetric merge technique
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will not always result in an improved accuracy of the�nal reconstructed model. Apparently, this improve-ment is bounded by the precision of the scanning de-vice.Visual evaluation of themerge results show that di�er-ent variants of the volumetric merge approach basedon a distance �eld can have a very di�erent output forslanted edges, even if the merged meshes do not con-tain noise. For a high detailed surface withmuch noise,volumetric approaches show better performance withrespect to the noise reduction and hole �lling than thesurface zippering approach of RapidForm.As future work, we will perform a more comprehen-sive research in each of the processes of the scanningpipeline. Increasing the number of object, laser rangescanners and reconstruction tools will give a betteroverview of the current state of the 3D model recon-struction tools. Even though the heuristics seem towork well within this entire process, there is no guar-antee on their performance. A promising research di-rection is to develop techniques that are guaranteedto have a performance depending on input parameterssuch as scanning resolution and surface curvature.
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